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2

SCHEME DESCRIPTION

2.1

Overview

2.1.1

The Scheme includes the following:


Approximately 6km of pipeline of up to 1050mm diameter with a maximum
operating pressure of 70barg from Goxhill AGI to Paull AGI (Works No 1
(refer to Works Plans, DCO Document Reference 2.2)) comprised of:
o approximately 5.03km of concrete lined tunnel under the Humber
Estuary with a minimum internal diameter of 3.65m and a maximum
internal diameter of 4m (to be confirmed through the design process);
o approximately 120m of pipeline laid onshore at Goxhill and 400m at
Paull for the connections to each AGI;



Cathodic protection facilities at either end of the pipeline) (Work Nos 2A,
2B, 2C, 3B, 3C and 3E);



Connection works and minor modifications to the Paull AGI (Work Nos 3A
and 3D);



Connection works to the existing pipeline at the Goxhill AGI (Work No 2C);



Two construction compounds, one each side of the river at Goxhill and
Paull, adjacent to the existing AGIs (Work Nos 4 and 5);



Associated works for permanent and temporary accesses, highways
works, drainage works, temporary spoil storage, temporary lay-down and
work areas and ancillary works (Work Nos 3E, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12).

2.1.2

For the offshore pipeline under the Humber Estuary design standards require that
the pipeline should be located at such a depth as to give a depth of cover of not
less than 7m from the true bed of the watercourse, after the removal of any silting,
to the top of the tunnel.

2.1.3

The pipeline when installed onshore would be typically laid to contour at a depth
of cover of not less than 1.2m from the original surface to the top of the pipe. The
trench would be excavated so that pipes are evenly bedded throughout their
length. Minor variations in contour would be excavated in order to minimise field
bending.

2.1.4

The minimum depth of cover for the onshore section of the pipeline in relation to
a public highway is 2m. The depths of highway crossings (shown on the Works
Plans (DCO Document Reference 2.2) are also influenced by third party services
and the depth of adjacent ditches.

2.1.5

The pipeline is designed to have a minimum operation life of 40 years and the
tunnel a minimum design life of 100 years.
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2.1.6

Figure 2.1 shows the redline boundary for the Scheme and Figures 2.2 and 2.3
the construction workings areas at Goxhill and Paull.

2.2

The Design Development Process

2.2.1

The size of the tunnel has been determined based on the parameters required to
safely install the new pipeline, discussions with tunnelling contractors and the
best methodology available to achieve the length of crossing.

2.2.2

The gas pipeline has been designed and constructed in accordance with
Institution of Gas Engineers and Managers (IGEM) TD/1 Edition 5; Steel
Pipelines and Associated Installations for High Pressure Gas Transmission. The
thickness of the pipe would be selected using the appropriate design factor in
accordance with TD/1 Edition 5.

2.2.3

Additional, primary specifications and standards used in the design process are:


National Grid Engineering Specification document T/SP/TR/18
“Specification for Engineering of Pipelines and Installations operating at
above 7Barg”;



National Grid Specification T/SP/P/10 – “General Pipelining Designed to
Operate at Pressures, Greater than 7Barg”; and



IGEM Recommendations on Transmission and Distribution Practice,
IGE/TD/13 Edition 2:2011 “Pressure Regulating Installations for
Transmission and Distribution Systems”.

2.2.4

The pipeline will be designed, constructed and operated in accordance with the
Pipeline Safety Regulations 1996.

2.2.5

The tunnel has been designed in accordance with:


BS 6164: 2011 Code of Practice for Health and Safety in the Construction
Industry; and



The British Tunnelling Society and the Institution of Civil Engineers (2010)
Specification for Tunnelling Third Edition.

Studies Used to Inform Scheme Design
2.2.6

A number of studies have been undertaken to inform the Scheme design. A
summary of these studies is provided below.
Unexploded Ordnance

2.2.7

This area of the UK was heavily bombed during World War II as it contained a
major port and a number of military facilities. In order to assess the risk of
encountering Unexploded Ordnance, a desk study was completed by Zetica in
2012 to identify the risk from unexploded bombs (refer to Appendix 8.9 (DCO
Document Reference 6.8.9)). The area of search for this study was approximately
330km2 covering parts of North Lincolnshire and the East Riding of Yorkshire.
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2.2.8

The risk of encountering Unexploded Ordnance has been recorded on the project
Construction Design and Management (CDM) Risk Register which would be
transmitted to the Main Works Contractor (MWC) to action. The CDM Risk
Register forms part of the Main Works Contract.
Geophysics Surveys

2.2.9

During the early stages of the Scheme’s development a marine geophysical
investigation was undertaken to inform the design of the Ground Investigation
(GI). The main aims of the survey were to provide information on:


Seabed bathymetry;



Seabed features and potential obstructions to GI boreholes and/or pipeline
construction; and



Details on sub-bottom geology as part of the pre-engineering survey.

Ground Investigation
2.2.10

A GI was undertaken over a 14 week period with land and marine works running
concurrently. The works commenced in late April 2014 and were completed in
mid July 2014. The land works consisted of 11 boreholes, 25 Cone Penetration
Tests (CPTs) and five trial pits. The marine works consisted of 16 boreholes. The
purpose of the GI was to obtain information to characterise the lithology,
hydrology, hydrogeology and engineering properties of the variable strata
underlying the site which would affect the design and construction of the
proposed tunnel.

2.2.11

Further CPTs were also undertaken in October 2014 within the fields at Goxhill
to the east of East Marsh Road along the alignment of the Drive Pit and Tunnel.
Other Surveys

2.2.12

A number of other surveys have been undertaken to inform the Scheme design
including:


Traffic surveys to identify appropriate construction routes to the site as well
as surveys to understand existing traffic flows;



Ecological surveys;



Archaeological surveys;



Landscape and visual survey;



Drainage survey; and



Agricultural land survey.

Hydrogeological Impact Assessment
2.2.13

A Hydrogeological Impact Assessment has also been commissioned to inform
the Scheme design (refer to Appendix 13.3 (DCO Document Reference 6.13.3)),
particularly dewatering the drive pit at Goxhill and the effects of this upon
hydrogeology and other environmental receptors.
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2.3

Pre-Construction Activities – Goxhill and Paull Sides
of the Scheme

2.3.1

Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.3 present the outline layout for the construction works at
Goxhill and Paull respectively.

2.3.2

Ahead of construction, the route would be surveyed and pegged out in
consultation with the landowner/occupier. This would establish the precise
alignment, particularly in relation to field boundaries and environmentally
sensitive sites.

2.3.3

The location and condition of existing land drainage would be established and a
record of condition compiled. Where necessary, and subject to agreement with
the landowner/occupier, new field drains would be installed.

2.3.4

As part of the design process pre-entry meetings would be held with
landowners/farmers during which any requirements for temporary fencing,
accesses, monitoring of water supplies and reinstatement would be agreed.

2.3.5

If appropriate, bio-security measures would be implemented through liaison with
Defra’s Animal Health and Veterinary Laboratories Agency.

2.3.6

Temporary highway improvements as shown on the Works Plans (DCO
Document Reference 2.2) would also be constructed. It is anticipated that these
works would take a maximum of a month to construct and would be in place
before the main construction works commence. Further details about the
improvement works are provided in Section 2.7.

Site Clearance – Goxhill and Paull Sides
2.3.7

The Scheme has been designed to minimise the requirement to remove existing
hedgerows with most field boundary hedgerows being retained. Hedgerow
removal would be very limited with all removed hedgerows being replaced on
completion of the works.

2.3.8

At Goxhill, the limits of the working area would be demarcated by 2.4m close
board fencing around the drive and stopple pit and heras fencing around the
remainder of the working area (with the exception of the environmental mitigation
and settlement monitoring areas). At Paull, there would be close board fencing
around the working area to the north of Thorngumbald Road, with the working
area to the south demarcated by heras fencing (refer to Figure 2.2 and 2.3).

2.3.9

Topsoil and subsoil from excavation/working areas would be stripped and stored
separately within designated storage areas within the Scheme redline boundary.

Dewatering – Goxhill and Paull Sides
2.3.10

The tunnel, drive pit and reception pit would be kept reasonably dry during the
construction of the tunnel and the installation of the pipeline by controlling
groundwater inflow.
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2.3.11

The Tunnel Boring Machine (TBM) would be a closed face system. Groundwater
inflow into the tunnel during construction would be minimal and dealt with by
normal sump pumping. As the TBM progresses the tunnel would be lined with
pre-cast concrete rings and grouted in to the rock, so that groundwater would be
excluded from the tunnel. The lining specification stipulates the leakage class
rating of the tunnel, in this instance class 3; characterised as ‘capilliary
dampness’, which is defined as having occasional damp patches on the tunnel
lining, but no drops of water. The allowable daily leakage rate is 0.1 litres / metre
squared. This class rating would also prevent any fines / materials from entering
the tunnel.

2.3.12

Within the drive pit and reception pit, groundwater control is likely to be achieved
by combining four approaches; cut-off walls (secant and sheet piling), deep well
dewatering, sump pumping and passive relief wells within the base of the pit.

2.3.13

Prior to excavation of the pits, piles would be installed around the perimeter and
to a depth designed to minimise groundwater seepage into the pits and then deep
wells installed.

2.3.14

During excavation of the pits groundwater would flow up in to the base of the
excavation. The base of the pits would be dewatered from sumps set in the base.
Pumps would lift the water from the excavation to a system of pipe work which
collects the water into settlement tanks and/or lagoons.

2.3.15

The duration of excavations would be approximately six weeks for the deep part
of the drive pit at Goxhill plus one month for the shallow excavation required for
pipeline installation. Excavation of the reception pit at Paull would take
approximately one month.

2.3.16

The detailed dewatering scheme would be designed and installed by a specialist
dewatering contractor.

2.3.17

It is proposed to discharge groundwater abstracted during the dewatering phases
to the Humber Estuary. For the drive pit this would occur on the estuary side of
the sluice gate at the mouth of East Halton Beck. For the reception pit water would
be discharged on the estuary side of the flood level. The exact volume of water
is difficult to predict accurately prior to the completion of the detailed
hydrogeological investigations (pumping tests).

2.3.18

On completion of the excavation of the pits, concrete base slabs would be
installed with ground anchoring to prevent base heave.

2.3.19

After this the pits would be sealed and the groundwater level outside would
recover. Sump pumping would be significantly reduced to allow groundwater
levels to recover, with minimal sump pumping to maintain a dry working
environment.
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2.4

Construction Works on the Goxhill Side of the
Scheme

2.4.1

The pipeline would be predominantly installed through a concrete segmentally
lined tunnel that would be installed under the Humber Estuary, with standard
cross country pipeline techniques utilised for the onshore section up to the tie-in
at Goxhill AGI.

Site Access – Goxhill Side
2.4.2

It is proposed that the main construction works including the pipe stringing and
launching of the TBM would be carried out from the Goxhill side. Excavated
tunnel arisings would be taken to the Goxhill side for storage, possible re-use or
disposal. This decision has been taken owing to the greater working area
available, lower levels of bird activity compared to the Paull side of the Scheme,
geological conditions and the existing field structure that means large, long fields
can be used limiting disruption, for example to landowners and the local ecology.
It was also considered that there were fewer environmental constraints at the
Goxhill side compared to the Paull side.

2.4.3

As well as light construction traffic and Heavy Goods Vehicle (HGV) movements
there would be a number of abnormal loads travelling to site. Various pieces of
equipment and construction materials would be classified as abnormal loads
(long, wide and/or heavy) and would be mobilised and demobilised to site using
low loaders. For example, the delivery of the TBM would make up several of the
abnormal loads (delivered in 3 or 4m sections). Conventional equipment such as
side booms, large tracked excavators, and dump trucks would also classify as
abnormal loads.

2.4.4

Further details of the routes to be used to travel to the site and the estimated
number of vehicle movements is provided in Chapter 12: Traffic and Transport
(DCO Document Reference 6.12).

Goxhill Layout – Temporary Working Areas
2.4.5

The temporary construction area would include a number of temporary
construction compounds and working areas, the details of which are outlined in
the sections below (also refer to Figure 2.2). The dimensions indicated below
should be viewed as indicative and working arrangements may be changed by
the MWC.
Site Establishment and Administration and Welfare Compound

2.4.6

Site establishment would involve the construction of hardstanding and the
installation of temporary cabins for the following areas:
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Temporary site establishment and access road connecting East Marsh
Road to Chapel Field Road (50m x 760m long). Topsoil storage, waste
compound and laydown areas. The access track would be to facilitate the
one way construction traffic system and alleviate congestion on East Marsh
Road, the junction with Chapel Field Road and the entrance to Fir Tree
Farm;



Temporary administration and welfare cabins including car parking spaces,
a generator compound (115m x 100m) and foul water system (Septic Tank);



The generator compound for the administration and welfare facilities would
typically comprise of 2 No. 100kVA generators (1 No. running, 1 No.
standby), 1 No. distribution board and 1 No. bunded fuel tank set out within
a concrete bunded slab; and



Topsoil bunds that would be up to 3m in height.

Tunnelling Compound (560m x 145m)
2.4.7

The tunnel compound would be set around the position of the drive pit. The drive
pit would be constructed from secant piles and be 200m long (initially the pit
would be 100m long for tunnelling operations and extended to 200m for the pipe
installation). The compound would also contain the following to facilitate the
tunnelling operation:


Crane pad (possibly a gantry crane) and working area around the drive pit;



Tunnel segment storage (all tunnel segments would be cast off site);



Tunnel work areas including grout batching plant, workshops and stores;



Spoil treatment plant including spoil storage and loading;



Generator Compound. A bank of approximately 12 No. 500kVA generators
would be used. The bank of generators would include 2 No. for general duty,
4 No. for tunnelling duty and 6 No. on stand-by. For the purposes of this
assessment it has been assumed that a generator compound would be
installed and the compound would include a concrete pad with a bund,
perimeter fencing, bunded fuel tanks, oil/diesel traps and drainage. The
estimated footprint of the generator compound is expected to be 50m by
20m;



Laydown areas for materials and machinery storage;



Subsoil storage in bunds 4m in height;



Topsoil storage bunds of 3m in height;



Surface water and dewatering management; and



Working width for pipeline trenching to existing Feeder 9 tie-in.

Pipe Storage Area and Stringing Site (100m x 740m)
2.4.8

The pipe stringing area would be set out immediately behind and in line with the
drive pit in order to allow as much of the pipeline to be fabricated and tested prior
to its installation within the tunnel. The following activities would be undertaken in
this area:
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Pipe storage area to receive, inspect and store pipe prior to its fabrication
along the pipeline alignment and stringing site;



Pipeline fabrication laydown area for materials and equipment;



Pipe stringing area for the fabrication of 8 No. pipestrings for insertion into
the tunnel. Fabrication includes welding, non-destructive testing, coating
and post installation hydrotests; and



Top soil bunds that would be up to 3m in height.

Stopple and Bypass at Existing No 09 Pipeline (92m x 230m)
2.4.9

Work area for pipeline trenching and tie-in to the existing Feeder No 09 pipeline.
Surface Water and Dewatering Management Area (210m x 165m)

2.4.10

This area would be required to manage water generated within the site and
required for the hydrostatic testing of the pipeline including:


Groundwater management area to control the quality of the discharged
water;



Surface water management area to control the quality of the discharged
water;



Management of hydrostatic test water required to prove the integrity of the
fabricated pipeline; and



Topsoil storage bunds of 3m in height.

Spoil Management Area (280m x 400m)
2.4.11

Spoil from the excavation of the tunnel would be stored temporarily prior to its
removal from site.


130,000 cubic metre spoil storage bunds – the bunds would be a maximum
of 3m in height; and



Topsoil storage.

Service and Drainage Diversions/Works – Goxhill Side
2.4.12

The pipeline route at Goxhill would cross 1 No. ditch through which the pipe would
be installed by open cut.

2.4.13

Construction site access tracks would cross the following:


7 No. Services (BT / Water, Overhead Electrical);



5 No. Ditch crossings; and



1 No. Gas pipelines.
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Tunnelling Construction and Pipeline Fabrication Activities – Goxhill
Side
2.4.14

The tunnel would be constructed by using a TBM which would be launched from
a drive pit at the Goxhill side. The selection of the TBM would depend upon the
findings of the GI, detailed design and confirmed by the appointed contractor.
The TBM could be an Earth Pressure Balance TBM or a Slurry TBM.
Earth Pressure Balance TBM

2.4.15

Earth Pressure Balance TBMs are designed primarily for operation in cohesive
soils particularly where the ground has a high percentage of fines. The fines
assist in the formation of a plug in the screw conveyor which controls groundwater
inflow.

2.4.16

The rotating cutterhead at the front of the machine excavates the ground in the
face using a combination of scrapers, picks and possibly cutting discs, depending
on anticipated ground characteristics. The excavated material passes through
holes in the cutterhead and enters the excavation chamber (or plenum). The
material is mixed with varying proportions of conditioning agents (foams and
polymers) both at the face and within the plenum to ensure that it is in a
plasticised state. The plenum is completely sealed from the rest of the TBM
behind it, apart from the opening that houses the screw conveyor. This
Archimedean screw removes the excavated material from the plenum chamber
and deposits it onto a belt conveyor via a guillotine discharge gate. The belt
conveyor discharges the excavated material to the skip train and the tunnel
locomotive hauls the skips to the surface.

2.4.17

The pressure in the plenum balances and counteracts the ground and water
pressure acting on the tunnel face. This pressure is controlled by the propulsion
thrust provided by the TBM thrust rams and the rate of removal of excavated
material through the screw conveyor and discharge gate back to atmospheric
pressure within the previously completed tunnel.

2.4.18

The tunnel is lined with reinforced precast concrete segments. Grout is
continuously injected into the gap between the segments and the surrounding
ground via injection ports in the tailskin during the TBM advance cycle. A large
diameter Earth Pressure Balance TBM is shown in Plate 2-1.
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Plate 2-1 Earth Pressure Balance TBM

Slurry TBM
2.4.19

Slurry TBMs are designed for operation in cohesionless soils, with little fines
content. Like the Earth Pressure Balance TBM, the rotating cutterhead at the front
of the machine excavates the ground in the face using a combination of scrapers,
picks and cutting discs, depending on anticipated ground characteristics. The
excavated material passes through holes in the cutterhead and enters the
excavation chamber (or plenum). However, in the case of a Slurry TBM the
excavated material is mixed with a supporting fluid, usually a bentonite
suspension or plain water. This suspension is maintained at a predetermined
pressure to counteract the pressure from the ground and water at the tunnel face.
The pressure is maintained by the control of the volume of slurry delivered to the
face and the volume removed. A more accurate method of controlling the
pressure in the plenum is by provision of a compressed air bubble at the top of
the plenum. A large diameter Slurry TBM is shown in Plate 2-2.
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Plate 2-3 Slurry TBM

2.4.20

For the purposes of the assessment it is assumed that a Slurry TBM would be
used as this would result in a greater requirement for processing arisings and,
therefore, more infrastructure. The TBM would be powered by the onsite
generators (Capita, 2014 Best Available Techniques (BAT) Assessment, Tunnel
Site Power Supply). Ventilation and intrinsically safe lighting for the machine and
workforce would be provided.

2.4.21

The TBM would travel forward, boring the diameter required. The TBM and
backup equipment would be approximately 100m long. The tunnel lining would
be installed within the tailskin of the TBM (approximately 12m behind the tunnel
face). The annulus between the tunnel lining and the ground would be grouted
immediately as the TBM moves forward.

2.4.22

Tunnel arisings would be removed from the tunnel by locomotive or by slurry
pipes dependent upon the type of TBM used and removed to the Goxhill end of
the works for treatment, storage, re-use and disposal as appropriate.

2.4.23

A treatment facility is likely to be required and this is likely to be up to 15m in
height, typically 20m in width and 30m in length and comprise of drying and
settlement facilities. This treatment facility would only be present for the duration
of the tunnelling works (12 months). The tunnel linings would be transported to
the rear of the tunnelling machine which would install the segments. Up to four
silos would be required to store grout for the tunnel construction with a maximum
height of 15m.

2.4.24

The tunnel segments would be grouted into position as the construction
progresses.
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Spoil Management and Treatment
2.4.25

The spoil would be transported from the tunnel face by one of two methods as
discussed above. The Earth Pressure Balance TBM produces a material with the
consistency of toothpaste at the cutting face which is transported to the surface
in open skips. By its nature this material is already in a consistency which allows
it to be transported off site by tipper wagon.

2.4.26

The Slurry TBM relies on water or a bentonite fluid to carry the spoil from the
cutting face to the surface. The material is pumped through pipes within the tunnel
and therefore arrives at the surface with a high water content in the form of a
slurry. The slurry is treated to separate the spoil from the water / bentonite fluid.
Separation or recycling allows the water/bentonite fluid to be reused at the cutting
face (reducing water and material usage) and reduces the water content of the
spoil in order for it to be transportable off site via tipper wagons.

2.4.27

The spoil is separated by passing the slurry through various desanding and
desilting plant; various stages of coarse screens, hydrocyclones and centrifuges,
each of which removes progressively smaller particle sizes of the spoil. The
treatment plant for the slurry machine would be formed from containerised units
(standard 20 foot (ft) and 40ft ISO containers) or alternatively the machinery
would be housed within temporary steel frame sheds. The mobilisation, set up,
commissioning and demobilisation of the separation plant would take place
during the construction of the drive pit and commissioning of the TBM.

2.4.28

Further treatment of the spoil may be required to convert the spoil into a state
suitable for civil construction. This is likely to involve passing the material through
a filterpress in order to reduce the moisture content and form a cake. It may
require the addition of additives. Further treatment of the spoil may be carried out
off site.

2.4.29

The spoil would be stockpiled near the drive pit and removed to storage areas as
required. Ideally as the spoil is produced it would be removed from site on a daily
basis. In the event the spoil has to be stored on site it would be formed into tunnel
arisings storage bunds in a dedicated area. The spoil would be transported
between the compounds by all terrain articulated tipper.

Pipe Storage and Stringing – Goxhill Side
2.4.30

Approximately 6,000m of steel pipe would be required. The pipe would be
manufactured in approximately 12m and 18m lengths and delivered to the site by
road after arriving at docks.

2.4.31

The pipe strings would be stored within the pipe storage and stringing site and
would be no greater than 700m in length.

2.4.32

The pipe strings would be set out in line on the pipe stringing site and welded
together to form 8. No pipe strings, 684m long.
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Hydrostatic Testing – Goxhill Side
2.4.33

Hydrostatic testing is the testing of a pipeline / section of pipeline with water to
establish its strength and leak tightness and can also be used to confirm the
maximum allowable operating pressure.

2.4.34

Each of the pipeline test sections is capped with a test end which allows water to
be pumped into and out of the pipe section as well as measurement of the
pressures within the pipe. The pipe is flooded with water using standard pumps.
The pressure within the pipeline is increased to the desired test pressure by
pumping water under pressure through the test end. The test pressure within the
pipeline is maintained for a period of 24 hours. The pressure is then released
from the test section via valves in the test ends. The water is then drained out of
the pipeline through the test ends. For pre-installation testing each pipe string
would form a test section.
Pre-Installation Hydrostatic Testing

2.4.35

Individual pressure tests of the pipe strings pre installation would require a
maximum 650,000 litres of test water per string.
Pipeline Hydrostatic Testing

2.4.36

The longest single test section would be through the tunnel, no more than 5050m
long. This section would require a maximum of 5,500,000 litres of test water. The
test water can be re-used by transfer between individual test sections and
temporary storage.

2.4.37

The proposed test water would have to have a pH in the range of 6.5 to 8.0, have
a low concentration of dissolved salts, have low turbidity and low suspended
solids. Water sources with excessive suspended solids would require filtration
prior to use and brackish conditions would also need to be addressed.

2.4.38

There are three options for sourcing the water: mains supplies; importing the
water and/or natural supplies.
1) Mains Supplies

2.4.39

Initial enquiries have been made to determine the availability of adequate
supplies. The best available mains water supply and the flow rate available would
preclude direct filling of test sections. Therefore, a temporary storage facility
would be required to manage water movement between test sections and provide
an adequate flow for filling behind the Pipeline Internal Gauge (PIG) (see section
below).
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2) Imported Water
2.4.40

Importing the water via road tanker is also a viable option and would entail a six
day delivery period with 30 tanker movements per day. A temporary storage
facility (see section below) would be required to manage water movement
between test sections and provide an adequate flow for filling behind the PIG.
The hydrotest water can be stored on site and used to flood the tunnel.
3) Natural Sources

2.4.41

The option of sourcing the water from East Halton Beck has been considered and
discounted as the Environment Agency has highlighted that a number of
watercourses on the south side of the River Humber are failing due to insufficient
flows under their Water Framework Directive (WFD) Assessments.

2.4.42

Groundwater from the dewatering of the drive pit and reception shaft could be
stored on site for use in the hydrostatic test. This option would be dependent on
the permeability of the ground at the excavations. The water would be stored in
a ‘hydrotest water storage area’, either an open lagoon formed from sub soil
bunds or in covered storage such as pillow tanks.
Water Storage

2.4.43

The test water would require storage on site in order for it to be imported to the
site and then transferred between pipe strings. One option would be the use of
flexible ‘pillow’ tanks which are available with an individual capacity up to 750,000
litres. They would require a work area of 110m x 120m which would include,
topsoil strip, subsoil bunding, pumps and interconnecting pipe work. This storage
solution would maintain the received water quality.

2.4.44

Alternatively lagoons could be constructed using the subsoil to form earth bunds.
The lagoons would be lined with an impermeable membrane. This would again
require an area of 110m x 120m and would include topsoil strip, subsoil bunding,
pumps and connecting pipework.

Pipeline Installation – Goxhill Side
2.4.45

Following completion of the tunnel construction the new pipeline would be
installed in the tunnel annulus.

2.4.46

The weight of the whole pipeline to be installed in the tunnel would be
approximately 2,500 tonnes. In order to reduce the pull load to a manageable
value three methods could be used: either rollers are installed within the tunnel
in order to reduce the friction factor on the pipe or the tunnel is flooded with water
and the pipe ballasted with a concrete coating. The third option would be the use
of a rail bogey attached to the pipe and run into the tunnel on the tunnel railtrack.
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2.4.47

The new pipe could be pulled through the tunnel from the reception shaft on the
Paull side of the Scheme. This would be achieved using a linear winch pulling a
steel wire rope. Other options would be to use a horizontal directional drilling
(HDD) rig pulling a drill string or a pipe thruster could be used to push the pipe
into the tunnel from the drive pit. The pipe thruster could be used in conjunction
with the winch or the HDD rig.

2.4.48

One pipe string would be fabricated on the alignment of the tunnel set out on
pipeline rollers (on the Goxhill side of the Scheme). The rollers would reduce the
friction factor when pulling the pipe and protect the pipe coating. A pulling head
would be welded onto the lead end of the first pipe string for attachment to the
winch wire. The other pipe strings would be set out on parallel skids to the first
pipe string.

2.4.49

As the tunnel is prepared to receive the pipe, a continuous steel messenger wire
is laid out through the tunnel. The messenger wire is used to pull the main steel
winch wire into the tunnel. The steel winch wire is delivered to site wound onto
cable drums. The wire would be pulled off these drums as it is installed into the
tunnel.

2.4.50

The winch would be set up at the reception shaft at Paull. One end of the steel
winch wire would be threaded through the linear winch. At the Goxhill end of the
tunnel the pipe would be attached to the steel winch wire via a pulling head which
would be welded to the pipeline.

2.4.51

The wire is then pulled through the winch by two sets of jaws. The jaws are
mounted on hydraulic rams which pull the jaws and the wire forward. As one set
of jaws is pulling the wire the second set of jaws is travelled back ready to grip
the wire and pull again. The winch wire is fed out of the back of the winch and is
spooled back onto the cable drums.

2.4.52

As the first pipe is pulled from the pipe stringing area into the tunnel the next pipe
string is lifted over on to the rollers aligned with the tunnel. Installation of the first
string is stopped and a tie-in weld is made between the first and second string.
The weld is Non Destructive Tested, grit blasted, coated and holiday detected.
Pulling of the pipe is then recommenced and the process repeated until all the
pipes are installed and the pull head has entered the reception shaft.

Flooding the Tunnel – Goxhill Side
2.4.53

When the pipe has been installed into the tunnel, the tunnel would be water
flooded. This would protect the pipe from corrosion as part of the cathodic
protection (CP) requirements.

2.4.54

Water flooding would involve pumping seawater into the tunnel at the drive pit by
suitable high head pumps. The tunnel would be allowed to fill by gravity.
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2.4.55

Approximately 57,000m3 of sea water would be required to fill the tunnel. To
benefit the CP, sea water extraction from the Humber Estuary would be preferred.
The extracted water would be passed through the settlement tanks/lagoons to
remove excessive solids/silt. The tanks and lagoons would be positioned on the
Goxhill side of the Scheme within the tunnelling compound.

2.4.56

The methodology for abstracting the water would largely be determined by the
MWC. However, this is likely to involve the installation of 2 No. high head pumps
within the wetland area to the east of the sea defence to extract water from the
Humber Estuary. This is based on 2 No. H200 super silent high head pumps
working at an extraction rate of 1,100m3 per hour. The pumps would lift water
though 8” suction hose inserted below the low water mark. The ends of the
suction hoses would be caged in order to elevate them above the Humber
Estuary bed to minimise silt disturbance and to prevent solids entering the pumps.
The water would be delivered to the site via 2 No. parallel hoses laid along the
length of the sea defence. The hoses would have to cross over the sea defence
into the field were the tunnel is based. It is likely that intermediate pumps would
be required to boost the pressure along the discharge lines. The pumps and
hoses would be in place for approximately two weeks. The equipment would be
placed, operated, maintained and removed by a team of no more than five
personnel. The equipment would be transported by tractor and trailer and lifting
operations would be by a wheeled excavator. The footprint and area required for
such works would be no greater than as is shown on the works plans (DCO
Document Reference 2.2).

2.4.57

It is not expected that any in river vessels would be used, rather access would be
required from the mudflats. This would be from the end of the stone spit that
extends towards the low water mark within the Humber Estuary. The spit is
located at the end of an access track over the sea defence next to Skitter AGI.

2.4.58

The requirements for the flooding activities have been included in the traffic
movements presented in this Environmental Statement.

Connecting to and modifications to the AGI – Goxhill Side
2.4.59

The tie-in works at Goxhill would be outside the curtilage of the existing AGI. The
works within the AGI would be for isolation of the existing flows during the final
connection. Connection and tie-in works would typically follow the sequence
below:


Surveying and setting-out;



Breaking-through and establishment of temporary working area;



Installation of demarcation fencing;



Pre-construction drainage;



Topsoil stripping;
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2.4.60



Pipe stringing, pipe bending, front end welding, back end welding,
fabrication welding, pipeline coating, pipeline trench excavation including
dewatering activities, trenchless crossings, lower and lay, backfilling,
pipeline tie-ins, re-grading of soil, post construction drainage, cross-ripping
and reinstatement of top-soil, internally swab and gauge pipeline test
sections;



Filling, testing and dewatering test sections;



Reinstating test locations;



Removing demarcation fencing;



Reinstating boundaries, hedges and fencing;



Final gauge plate and calliper surveys;



Drying and commissioning pipelines;



Demobilisation from site; and



Works necessary to enable power supplies.

The works at the Goxhill AGI would not result in any change to the above ground
pipework and also the extent of the existing security fenced compound.

CP Kiosk and CP Anode Groundbed
2.4.61

Two CP kiosks are located north east and adjacent to Goxhill AGI and would
house the CP monitoring instrumentation and test posts (Work No 2D DCO
Document Reference 2.2). As part of the Scheme, cable connections would be
made via a plastic duct (Work No 2B) which would be buried within the arable
field adjacent to East Marsh Road. At the location of Work No. 2A (DCO
Document Reference 2.2), there would be a buried array of cathodic protection
anode canisters with relevant associated equipment and marker posts. Power
would be provided from the existing Distribution Network Operator (DNO) facility
at Goxhill AGI.

Surface Water Management
2.4.62

For the areas affected by the construction works, the location and layout of
existing land drainage systems would be established by consultation with the
relevant landowner/occupier and site surveys. Based on this information, pre
construction drainage systems would be prepared including the installation of
header drains to intercept existing land drains that would cross the working area
and divert the flow away from the working area. The aim would be to maintain the
integrity of the existing land drainage systems during construction, help prevent
damage to soil structure and aid recovery after construction. The existing land
drainage outfalls would be maintained and would be monitored throughout
construction as a precaution.
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2.4.63

The MWC would install a drainage system within the construction work area
which would be discharged to local watercourses immediately adjacent to the
local area. The outfalls would be monitored. Prior to discharge the water would
be passed through an oil trap / silt busters or similar equipment or lagoons to
ensure it was of an appropriate quality prior to discharge. The MWC would
adhere to EA Pollution Prevention Guidelines.

2.4.64

An allowance has been made on the site layout drawings (refer to Figures 2.2
and 2.3) for the management of surface water.

2.4.65

On completion of the construction works, the post construction drainage design
would be installed in consultation with landowners.

Temporary Construction Lighting
2.4.66

Lighting would be provided by a combination of static and mobile lighting, and
task lighting. The majority of lighting points would be an array of 4 No. 1000 Watt
(W) (20 lux) lamps (HID – Metal Halide Type or similar).

2.4.67

The static lighting points would either be fixed to temporary structures on site
such as masts, cabins, workshops, gantry cranes and silos at heights ranging
from 6m to 10m. Static lighting would be hardwired to the site power supply. The
lighting points would be used to illuminate work areas regularly trafficked at night
such as the tunnelling compound, drive pit, treatment plant, site access and car
parks. Lower wattage lamps would be used to illuminate pedestrian areas around
the administration and welfare establishments and workshops and stores.

2.4.68

Mobile diesel light towers (up to 10m masts) would be used to light work areas
that are open for short periods such as excavations and tie-in welds.

2.4.69

Low level 110V (minimum of 50 lux) task lighting would be used to illuminate
individuals work areas as required.

Ensuring the Integrity of Flood Defences
2.4.70

The flood defences would not be used to access the site and as such would not
be affected by groundworks. However, it is considered that settlement of up to
12mm as a result of tunnelling beneath the flood defences would not affect the
integrity of the flood defences.

2.4.71

During construction the primary form of settlement mitigation would be
implementation of good tunnelling practice including continuous working, erecting
linings immediately after excavation, grouting of the tunnel annulus, management
of the tunnel face pressures and the measurement of excavated material
quantities. It is considered that good tunnelling control should bring volume loss
down to less than 1%.
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2.4.72

Settlement monitoring would be undertaken during the tunnelling works and
would be carried out for three months following the completion of the tunnelling
and up to two years post construction. Survey arrays would be set out and a pretunnelling baseline agreed. Surveys of the arrays would be undertaken
periodically throughout construction and a maximum allowable settlement would
be agreed to trigger further action. Good tunnelling practice and settlement
monitoring would be specified within the Main Works Contract.

Decommissioning of the Goxhill Construction Site
2.4.73

Upon completion of the pipeline commissioning equipment and materials would
be demobilised from site by road. Remaining excavations such as lagoons would
be backfilled with subsoil and regraded to match pre construction ground levels.
Areas of hardstanding would be excavated and removed from site by road via
tipper wagons.

2.4.74

The administration and welfare cabins, generators and fuel tanks would be
dismantled by crane and transported off site. The generator compound base slab
would be broken up and removed. As the site is cleared of hardstanding
equipment and materials the subsoil would be re-graded to post construction level
and ripped to uncompact the soil. Following replacement of the subsoil the topsoil
stored in bunds for the duration of the construction would be re-spread to preconstruction levels over the same field it was stripped from.

2.4.75

Vehicular access across ditches would be removed and ditches reinstated. The
working width would be returned to its former agricultural use. Where hedgerows
and ditches have been crossed they would be reseeded / replanted in agreement
with the local authority.

2.4.76

All temporary highway improvements would be removed and reinstated. Any
areas of the highway that have been degraded by the construction works would
be reinstated in agreement with the Highway Authority.

2.5

Construction Works on the Paull Side of the Scheme

2.5.1

The pipeline would be accepted at the reception shaft via the concrete
segmentally lined tunnel that would be installed under the Humber Estuary. A
section of standard onshore pipeline would connect the pipe into the existing AGI
at Paull. Paull AGI requires modifications to facilitate the connections and
operation of the replacement pipeline.

Site Compound/Working Area Establishment – Paull Side
2.5.2

The temporary construction area would include a number of temporary
construction compounds and working areas which are outlined in the sections
below (also refer to Figure 2.3).
Site Establishment, Administration and Welfare, Pipeline Compound

2.5.3

This area comprises the temporary construction compound and working area for
the onshore pipeline works and would include:
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Temporary access track;



Temporary administration and welfare cabins including 75 car parking
spaces;



Waste Area;



Laydown area for pipeline and AGI works;



Auger bore launch and reception work areas for pipeline crossings;



Work area for pipeline trenching; and



Topsoil storage bunds of 3m in height.

Tunnelling Compound (160m x 140m)
2.5.4

The tunnel compound would be set around the position of the reception shaft.
The shaft would be constructed from secant piles and be 35m long. The
compound would also contain the following to facilitate the tunnelling operation:


Crane pad and working area around the reception shaft;



Tunnel work areas including, workshops and stores;



Generator Compound. A bank of approximately 4 No. 500kVA generators
would be used. The bank of generators would include 2 No. for general duty,
2 No. on stand-by. For the purposes of this assessment it has been
assumed that a generator compound would be installed and the compound
would include a concrete pad with a bund, perimeter fencing, bunded fuel
tanks, oil/diesel traps and drainage. The estimated footprint of the generator
compound is expected to be 20m by 20m;



Laydown areas for materials and machinery storage;



Subsoil storage in bunds 4m in height;



Topsoil storage bunds of 3m in height;



Surface water and dewatering management; and



Working width for pipeline trenching to the existing AGI.

Bagging Point on Existing No 09 Pipeline (55m x 35m)
2.5.5

A work area is required on the south west edge of Paull AGI in order to
decommission the Existing No 09 Pipeline. The work area would consist of:


Temporary access;



Sheet piled excavation;



Subsoil storage in bunds 4m in height; and



Topsoil storage bunds of 3m in height.

Settlement Monitoring Area (155m x 128m)
2.5.6

A work area is required on the south west of Thorngumbald Road over the tunnel
alignment. The work area would consist of:
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Temporary access; and



Installed temporary settlement monitoring points.

Service and Drainage Diversions/Works – Paull Side
2.5.7

2.5.8

The pipeline route at Paull would cross the following:


1 No. Ditch as open cut crossing;



1 No. Gas pipeline crossing as auger bore;



2 No Ditches as auger bore;



3 No. Service crossings (BT / water) as auger bore; and



1 No. road (Thorngumbald Road) as auger bore.

Site accesses would cross the following:


4 No. Services (BT / Water);



3 No. Ditch crossings; and



4 No. Gas pipelines.

Connecting to and modifications to the AGI – Paull Side
2.5.9

The tie-in works between the reception shaft at Paull and the Paull AGI, including
the AGI tie-in would typically follow the sequence below:


Site preparation/temporary access and lay down areas;



Land drainage;



Ground works/below ground pipework/trenchless pipework and proof
digging;



Civils works temporary pipe supports;



Pipework isolations and tie-ins;



Hydrostatic testing;



CP;



Reinstate post and rail fencing, landscape works and planting;



Demobilisation and reinstatement of temporary works areas; and



Commissioning.

Hydrostatic Testing – Paull Side
2.5.10

Hydrostatic testing is the testing of a pipeline / section of pipeline with water to
establish its strength and leak tightness and can also be used to confirm the
maximum allowable operating pressure.
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2.5.11

Each of the pipeline test sections would be capped with a test end which allows
water to be pumped into and out of the pipe section as well as measurement of
the pressures within the pipe. The pipe would be flooded with water using
standard pumps. The pressure within the pipeline would be increased to the
desired test pressure by pumping water under pressure through the test end. The
test pressure within the pipeline would be maintained for a period of 24 hours.
The pressure would then be released from the test section via valves in the test
ends. The water would then drained out of the pipeline through the test ends. For
pre-installation testing each pipe string would form a test section.
Pipeline Hydrostatic testing

2.5.12

It is likely that the pipe installed at the Paull site would be a single test section, no
more than 445m long. Should there be multiple sections the test water would be
re-used by transfer between individual test sections and temporary storage.

2.5.13

The proposed test water would have to have a pH in the range of 6.5 to 8.0, have
a low concentration of dissolved salts, have low turbidity and low suspended
solids. Water sources with excessive suspended solids would require filtration
prior to use and brackish conditions would also need to be addressed.

2.5.14

There are three options for sourcing the water: mains supplies; importing the
water and/or natural supplies.
1) Mains Supplies

2.5.15

Initial enquiries have been made to determine the availability of adequate
supplies. The best available mains water supply and the flow rate available would
preclude direct filling of test sections. Therefore, a temporary storage facility
would be required to hold the water prior to testing so as to provide an adequate
flow for filling behind the PIG (see section below).
2) Imported Water

2.5.16

Importing the water via road tanker is also a viable option and would entail a two
day delivery period with 30 tanker movements per day.
3) Natural Sources

2.5.17

The water could be obtained from Thorngumbald Drain. In order to ensure the
water is of suitable quality it would be passed through de-silting equipment and
tested for pH. This could be achieved without storing, pumping directly from the
drain through the de-silting tank and into the pipe.

2.5.18

Groundwater from the dewatering of the reception shaft could be stored on site
for use in the hydrotest. This option would be dependent on the permeability of
the ground at the excavations. The water would be stored in a Hydrotest Water
Storage Area, either an open lagoon formed from sub soil bunds or in covered
storage such as pillow tanks.
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Water Storage
2.5.19

The test water would require storage on site in order for it to be imported to the
site and then transferred between pipe strings. One option would be the use of
flexible ‘pillow’ tanks which are available with an individual capacity up to 750,000
litres. They would require a work area of 50m x 40m which would include, topsoil
strip, subsoil bunding, pumps and interconnecting pipe work. This storage
solution would maintain the received water quality.

2.5.20

Alternatively lagoons could be constructed using the subsoil to form earth bunds.
The lagoons would be lined with an impermeable membrane. This would again
require an area of 50m x 50m and would include topsoil strip, subsoil bunding,
pumps and connecting pipework.

Cabling to the Compound to Provide Electricity Supply
2.5.21

2.5.22

Temporary power to the administration and welfare establishments at Paull
during construction only would be provided by either:


A bank of 2 No. 200kVA diesel generators It has been assumed that a
generator compound would be installed and the compound would include a
concrete pad with a bund, perimeter fencing, bunded fuel tanks, oil/diesel
traps and drainage. The estimated footprint of the generator compound is
expected to be 10m x 10m.



DNO connection. This can be taken from an existing pole mounted substation on Thorngumbald Road on the other side of Thorngumbald drain,
connected to the site by a trenched cable along the verge into the
construction site. Alternatively a new pole mounted substation would be
installed and the cable again trenched into the verge along Thorngumbald
drain. The pole mounted substation would be mounted on an existing pole
at a height of 3m. The substations are typically steel and 0.5 x 0.75 x 1.0m.
The details of this would be determined by the DNO.

Power to the tunnelling compound at Paull would be provided by a bank of four
No. 500kVA diesel generators. For the purposes of the assessment it has been
assumed that a generator compound would be installed and the compound would
include a concrete pad with a bund, perimeter fencing, bunded fuel tanks,
oil/diesel traps and drainage. The estimated footprint of the generator compound
is expected to be 20m x 20m.

CP, Electrical and Monitoring Kiosks
2.5.23

Two CP kiosks would be located adjacent to Thorngumbald Road and would
house the CP monitoring instrumentation (Work No 3B), with test posts
immediately adjacent. An electrical kiosk for the power supply from the DNO
would also be present. Typically manufactured from GRP they would have
external dimensions of approximately 1m x 2m x 2m high. Fixed to a small
concrete plinth the kiosks would be protected by a permanent post and rail fence.
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2.5.24

At the location of Work No. 3E, there would be a buried array of cathodic
protection anode canisters with relevant associated equipment and marker posts.

2.5.25

Power and Instrument cables (Work No 3C) connecting the kiosks (Work No 3B),
CP system and groundbeds (Work No 3E) would be installed within a plastic duct
which would be buried within the verge of Thorngumbald Road.

2.5.26

Also at Paull, adjacent to the south western side of the AGI a nitrogen monitoring
kiosk (Work No 3D) for the existing pipeline and the stopple and bypass fittings
would be required. This area would be post and rail fenced.

Surface Water and Dewatering Management
2.5.27

For the areas affected by the construction works, the location and layout of
existing land drainage systems would be established by consultation with the
relevant landowner/occupier and site surveys. Based on this information, preconstruction drainage systems would be prepared including the installation of
header drains to intercept existing land drains that would cross the working area
and divert the flow away from the working area. The aim would be to maintain the
integrity of the existing land drainage systems during construction, help prevent
damage to soil structure and aid recovery after construction. The existing land
drainage outfalls would be maintained and would be monitored throughout
construction as a precaution.

2.5.28

The MWC would install a drainage system within the construction work area
which would be discharged to local watercourses immediately adjacent to the
local area. The outfalls would be monitored. Prior to discharge the water would
be passed through an oil trap / silt busters or similar equipment or lagoons to
ensure it was of an appropriate quality prior to discharge. The MWC would
adhere to EA Pollution Prevention Guidelines.

2.5.29

An allowance has been made on the site layout drawings for the management of
surface water.

2.5.30

On completion of the construction works, the post construction drainage design
would be installed in consultation with landowners.

Temporary Construction Lighting
2.5.31

Lighting would be provided by a combination of static and mobile lighting, and
task lighting. The majority of lighting points would be an array of 4 No. 1000W
lamps (HID – Metal Halide Type or similar).

2.5.32

The static lighting points would either be fixed to temporary structures on site
such as masts, cabins, and workshops at heights ranging from 6m to 10m. Static
lighting would be hardwired to the site power supply.

2.5.33

Mobile diesel light towers (up to 10m masts) would be used to light work areas
that are open for short periods such as excavations and tie-in welds.
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2.5.34

Low level 110V task lighting would be used to illuminate individuals work areas
as required.

2.5.35

At the Paull compound, lighting would only be used to extend the working day (to
allow working within the core working hours as outlined in Section 2.6) with the
exception of the potential requirement for 24 hour working for a period of
approximately two weeks when installing the pipeline within the tunnel.

Ensuring the Integrity of Flood Defences
2.5.36

The approach would be the same as for the Goxhill side of the Scheme.

De-mobilising of the Paull Construction Site
2.5.37

Upon completion of the pipeline tie-ins and during the commissioning,
demobilisation of equipment and materials from the site would commence by
road. Upon commissioning of the pipeline all equipment and materials would be
removed from site. At the same time subsoil that has been stripped of topsoil
within the work areas would be re-graded to post construction levels and ripped.
This would be followed by the replacement of the top soil within each field, hard
standing would be excavated and removed from site. Finally the site
administration and welfare would be dismantled and demobilised by road. All
materials and waste would be removed, the sub soil re-graded and the topsoil
replaced.

2.5.38

Vehicular accesses across ditches would be removed and reinstated. The
working width would be returned to its former agricultural use. Where hedgerows
and ditches have been crossed they would be reseeded / replanted in agreement
with the local authority.

2.5.39

All temporary highway improvements would be removed and reinstated. Any
areas of the highway have been degraded by the construction works would be
reinstated in agreement with the Highway Authority.

2.6

Indicative Construction Programme

2.6.1

The total construction period is expected to be around 35 months with the pipeline
elements being constructed typically between April and September in a single
season. This would minimise risk of unsuitable ground conditions and flood
events and there would need to be a short ‘outage’ period for the live Feeder 9
pipeline during connection activities. Gas supplies would be maintained through
alternative Feeders over this off peak period.

2.6.2

Tunnelling work would take approximately 13 months, would continue all year
round and there would be 24 hour working.

2.6.3

Core working hours would be between 0700 -1900 hours Monday to Friday and
0800 -1600 on Saturdays with tunnelling activities undertaken seven days a
week, 24 hours a day. There may be a requirement to undertake other
construction activities on a Sunday.
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2.6.4

The construction works at Goxhill would have an indicative duration of 35 months.
The start of the construction works at Paull would be approximately 15 months
behind the start at Goxhill, and would have an indicative duration of 20 months.

2.6.5

There is a possibility that the contractor may be able to shorten the above
programme. However, this Environmental Statement presents the realistic worst
case.

2.6.6

Figure 2.4 presents the construction phasing for the Scheme and demonstrates
that not all areas of land within the redline boundary would be used at the same
time thereby reducing the duration of effects at certain receptors.

2.7

Traffic Management

2.7.1

An Initial Traffic Management Plan has been developed and includes estimated
traffic movements to all site locations (DCO Document Reference 7.2.1). The plan
estimates the number and types of traffic movements generated by the
construction activities on a daily basis. These have taken account of all of the
stages involved in the construction works, the machinery involved and the labour
requirements. These daily totals are used to generate total monthly traffic
volumes. The indicative total monthly traffic volumes for the expected programme
are presented graphically below for both Goxhill and Paull. The Initial Traffic
Management Plan is a live document that would be updated as the design
progresses.

2.7.2

Both sites would be serviced by light vehicles, HGV and abnormal loads. The
intention is to use a TBM to drive the tunnel, from the Goxhill site to a reception
shaft at Paull. Stringing and welding of the 1050mm pipeline that is to be installed
into the tunnel would also take place at Goxhill.

2.7.3

The tunnelling works, pipe stringing, AGI works and the conventional pipe lay
would require the movement of light vehicles, HGV and abnormal loads. The
movements are required for the workforce, delivery of materials and the
mobilisation and demobilisation of construction equipment.

2.7.4

The majority of the construction traffic would be made up of light vehicles for the
transport of personnel and material deliveries. Vehicle pooling would be a
construction policy and practiced were possible.

2.7.5

Construction materials would be transported to and from site by HGV vehicles
such as articulated lorries, tipper wagons and concrete trucks.

2.7.6

Various pieces of equipment (including the TBM) and construction materials
would be classified as abnormal loads (long, wide and / or heavy) and would be
mobilised and demobilised to site using low loaders. For example, the delivery of
the TBM would make up several of the abnormal loads (delivered in 3m or 4m
sections).
Conventional equipment such as side booms, large tracked
excavators, and dump trucks would also classify as abnormal loads. Mobile
cranes used on site for heavy lifts also classify as abnormal movements.
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Provisional Routes to Goxhill
2.7.7

Both the strategic road network and the A Class roads are suitable for all
construction traffic. The B Class roads are also suitable for construction traffic but
would require management. The minor roads from the B1062 are suitable for
construction traffic but would require management to minimise risk and nuisance
to road users, local business and the residents of Goxhill. Carriageway
improvements, widening and the construction of passing places would be
undertaken on the minor roads between Goxhill and the construction site (refer
to Figure 2.5 for the access route to Goxhill).

2.7.8

A diversion around the village of South End would also be implemented at Soff
Lane to reduce the impact of traffic on adjacent properties.

Provisional Routes to Paull
2.7.9

Both the strategic road network and the A Class roads are suitable for all
construction traffic. The B Class roads are also suitable for construction traffic but
would require management. The minor roads from the A1033 are suitable for
construction traffic but would require management to minimise risk and nuisance
to road users, local business and the residents of Paull. As well as light
construction vehicles and HGV movements there would be a number of abnormal
loads. Therefore, National Grid Gas would use a private track that services Rose
Hill Farm, Low Paull Farm, the Sewage Treatment Works and Rose Hill AGI to
avoid the need for construction traffic to impact upon the settlements of Paull and
Thorngumbald (refer to Figure 2.6 for the access route to Paull).

2.7.10

Carriageway improvements, widening and the construction of passing places are
presented on the Works Plans (DCO Document Reference 2.2). These comprise
a combination of passing bays within the verge of the highway, junction
improvements and improvements to existing passing bays.
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Goxhill Total Traffic Forecast
Plate 2-3 Goxhill Traffic Forecast

Goxhill Total Traffic Volume Forecast
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2.7.11

The estimated number of average daily movements at the Goxhill site is 139 with
57 of those movements being HGV over the 35 month construction period. During
peak construction activity the estimated number of daily movements is 220 with
102 being HGV. Peak activity would be experienced over 16 months during the
piling of the drive pit, driving of the tunnel and reinstatement of the construction
site. Daily average movements during the tunnel drive (10 month duration) are
based on the removal of excavated material from a 4m ID tunnel.

2.7.12

The estimated Maximum and Average Monthly, Daily and Hourly Flows at the
Goxhill site are presented in Table 2-1. Traffic movements per month are
presented on Plate 2-3.

Table 2-1 Scheme Description - Estimated Maximum and Average Monthly, Daily and
Hourly Flows at Goxhill

Monthly Movements

Maximum

Average

All

4401.0

2772.7

HGV

2047.0

1148.5
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Daily Movements
Hourly Movements

Maximum

Average

Total

220.1

138.6

HGV

102.4

57.4

Total

18.3

11.6

HGV

8.5

4.8

Paull Total Traffic Forecast
Plate 2-4 Paull Traffic Forecast

Paull Total Traffic Volume Forecast
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2.7.13

The estimated number of average daily movements at the Paul site is 73 with 18
of those movements being HGV over the 20 month construction period. During
peak construction activity the estimated number daily of movements is 201 with
94 being HGV. Peak activity would be experienced during the piling of the
reception shaft, grouting of the tunnel and reinstatement of the construction site
(all lasting a duration of approximately three months).

2.7.14

The estimated Maximum and Average Monthly, Daily and Hourly Flows at Paull
are presented in Table 2-2. Traffic movements per month are presented on Plate
2-4.
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Table 2-2 Scheme Description - Estimated Maximum and Average Monthly, Daily and
Hourly Flows at Paull

Monthly Movements
Daily Movements
Hourly Movements

Maximum

Average

All

4015.0

1457.7

HGV

1873.0

362.0

Total

200.8

72.9

HGV

93.7

18.1

Total

16.7

6.1

HGV

7.8

1.5

2.8

Waste Management

2.8.1

On 1 December 2013 the Site Waste Management Plan (SWMP) Regulations
2008 were repealed. The repealing of these regulations no longer made it a legal
requirement for any project on a construction site with an estimated cost greater
than £300,000 excluding Value Added tax (VAT) to prepare and update a SWMP.
However, National Grid Gas will continue to work in the spirit of the regulations
and a SWMP would be prepared for this Scheme. The aim would be to minimise
the volume of waste generated and maximise resource efficiency by applying the
waste hierarchy (eliminate - reduce – reuse- recycle- responsible disposal – see
Plate 2-5). For example, stone used during construction would be re-used. As a
minimum the SWMP would:

2.8.2

1



Record decisions taken to prevent waste through concept and design;



Forecast waste produced onsite;



Plan how to reduce, reuse and then recover the forecast waste;



Outline how all legislative requirements would be achieved;



Implement and monitor the planned activity; and



Detail review mechanisms for future projects.

The SWMP would also comply with Government guidelines and any planning
requirements. It should also utilise the WRAP Template1 and be aligned with
WRAP standard-good-best practice.

http://www.wrap.org.uk/content/site-waste-management-plans-1
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Plate 2-5 The Waste Hierarchy

2.8.3

Provision would be made for the recycling of wastes including scrap metal,
timber, paper, cardboard, plastics, toner cartridges, batteries in addition to waste
oils from equipment and machinery where local schemes are available.The main
wastes and waste activities that would be generated by the Scheme’s
construction include:


Drilling and tunnelling spoil comprising solids and slurry;



Crops, brash, hedges, fences, non-saleable timber, tree roots and debris
generated by the site clearance works; and



Welfare facilities would be provided at the construction compounds on the
north and south bank of the Humber Estuary. These facilities would be
discharged to septic tanks and would be emptied regularly by a specialist
contractor and the waste would be disposed of in accordance with the
SWMP to registered facilities. The use of biodegradeable washing products
would be mandatory.

2.8.4

Wastes of different types would be segregated on site through the use of labelled
skips, containers or bays indicating the types of waste each may accept and also
stating the European Waste Code. All waste containers shall be in good condition
and covered to prevent leachate spillage, waste escaping or ingress of rain water
as appropriate.

2.8.5

Any waste disposal would be carried out in accordance with the Waste (England
and Wales) Regulations 2011 and Waste Management: The Duty of Care – A
Code of Practice 1990 or subsequent amendments.

2.8.6

Provision would be made for the correct storage and disposal of hazardous
wastes as defined by and in accordance with the Hazardous Waste (England and
Wales) Regulations 2005 and amendments. The contractors would register the
site as a producer of hazardous waste prior to any transfer of hazardous waste
from site and a Hazardous Waste Consignment Note would accompany every
transfer. In accordance with the Waste Acceptance Criteria (WAC) hazardous
waste may need to be treated, and then tested, before disposal.
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2.8.7

Topsoil and excavated material would be reinstated, material would be spread to
form an enveloping over the pipeline to allow for settlement; the intention would
be not to remove soils from site and to reuse materials where possible.
Re-Use of Tunnel Arisings

2.8.8

Approximately 102,000m3 of spoil would be generated by the tunnelling works
(refer to Figure 2.2).

2.8.9

The characteristics of the tunnel construction spoil, for example moisture content,
would depend upon the type of boring machine used as well as the materials
through which the tunnel is constructed. The characteristics of this material,
would determine whether there is scope for the material to be re-used, for
example in a managed realignment scheme or in new flood defences. The
consistency of the arisings might also change as the boring progresses.

2.8.10

It is anticipated that the excavation of the tunnel would be carried out
predominantly through chalk. A typical horizontal and vertical alignment of the
tunnel have been established guided by the natural bend radius of the pipe with
the design also informed by a geotechnical desk study, existing borehole data
and an overwater geophysics survey. Excavation of the tunnel would be carried
out by a full face TBM, using either pressurised slurry or earth pressure balance
methodology to control stability of the tunnel face and prevent ingress of water
through the tunnel face. Each of these methodologies would result in the
excavated arising from the tunnel face displaying different characteristics on
removal from the face and transportation to the surface and, therefore affect final
decisions about the waste management option selected.

2.8.11

The current options under consideration for management of the spoil are:

2.8.12



Storage on site during the construction works and then a re-use of the
material, for example within a managed flood defence realignment scheme
along the River Humber to be delivered by the Environment Agency or
potentially within the Able Marine Energy Park that is currently being
consented;



Storage on site during the construction works and then spreading on
agricultural land to provide a benefit to local agricultural land; and



Off-site disposal at a licensed waste management facility in the event of
neither of the above options proving viable following further engagement
with relevant organisations and the outcome of the Ground Investigation.
This would be the last option for the MWC.

A further option considered by the team was the off-site disposal of the spoil at a
disused quarry. However, in the event of this option being taken forward then a
separate consent and assessment of this option would be completed and it does
not form part of this Environmental Statement.
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2.8.13

Preliminary discussions have been held with the Environment Agency regarding
re-use of the spoil in a managed flood defence realignment scheme. The viability
of this option would depend upon the type of tunnel boring machine used, the
spoil characteristics and the design and delivery timescales of the Environment
Agency project. In the event of this option being a possibility, further
consideration would need to be given to the permits required for any proposed
re-use of the material and the Environment Agency would need to secure consent
for their scheme.

2.8.14

In view of this uncertainty, it is therefore assumed, for the purposes of the
preliminary assessment presented in this ES that all waste materials would be
disposed of offsite and would be removed by road transport. This is considered
to be the worst case environmental scenario particularly as options such as reuse at Able Marine Energy Park or transport to a localised agricultural end use
site would also all require pre-treatment and then transport of the material off site.

2.8.15

Consideration was given to the use of removal of the arisings from site by rail or
boat. The nearest rail link to the Scheme is the Immingham Dock railway, lying
approximately 12 miles from the Goxhill side of the Scheme. The existing railhead
is committed to approximately 300 freight movements a week and the capacity
for moving large amounts of material from the railhead is at present not possible.
The removal of spoil by rail was, therefore, discounted for the following reasons:


A large storage area would need to be available at the railhead;



There would be double/triple handling of the material as a result of transport
by road to the railway, then movement from the railway to road to then
transport to the final disposal location;



Reliance on the correct train type and carriages in sufficient quantities at the
correct times to move the spoil; and



Potential requirement for alterations to existing railway sidings that would
potentially result in additional environmental effects. Such works would also
lengthen the construction programme.

2.8.16

The nearest available port to the Scheme would be the jetty at New Holland on
the Goxhill side of the Scheme. The jetty is approximately 10 miles from the
Scheme and is privately owned. Communication with the Ports Authority has
suggested that the use of the jetty would not be a viable option. The jetty option
was discounted for similar reasons to those outlined above for rail although in
addition the road infrastructure to the jetty would need to be assessed as no direct
route from the Scheme is available and suitable roads would mean additional
haulage distances to and from the jetty. For this reason, the decision has been
taken that all waste spoil would be removed by road transport.

2.9

Operational Scheme – Maintenance

2.9.1

The permanent works would comprise the buried pipeline and tunnel and CP
facilities. The land use would be returned to its existing use and all hedges and
vegetation loss reinstated. An easement agreement with the landowners would
allow access for future inspection and maintenance.
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2.9.2

At Goxhill, the only permanent landtake would be adjacent to the north eastern
side of the AGI for the nitrogen monitoring kiosk for the existing pipeline and the
stopple and bypass fittings for the new Replacement 09 Crossing tie-in. This area
would be post and rail fenced. There would also be the CP kiosks for the new
pipeline and field boundary marker posts that would typically be 2m high and
positioned every 500m, smaller marker posts would be positioned at each field
boundary.

2.9.3

At Paull, the only permanent landtake would be for the electrical, CP and nitrogen
monitoring kiosks and the field boundary and smaller marker posts.

2.9.4

There would be six monthly/annual valve maintenance checks; the tunnel and
pipeline would not require any intrusive maintenance. These maintenance checks
would require access to the AGIs but there would be no increase in maintenance
activities above the activities already undertaken for the pipeline and therefore no
effects for the operational Scheme. Settlement monitoring would be undertaken
on critical infrastructure locations such as EA defences. Post construction
monitoring would be carried out for three months following the completion of the
tunnelling and up to two years post construction.

2.10

Existing Pipelines
Existing No 09 Crossing Pipeline

2.10.1

The Existing No 09 Crossing pipeline would be left in situ, filled with inert gas at
low pressure (less than 2 Bar) with CP.

2.10.2

Recompression would be used to isolate the existing feeder i.e. gas would be
taken from the existing main and transferred into another. A recompression
machine would be used to take the pressure down from approximately 70 to 7
Bar (this would take approximately 35 hours), from which the remainder of the
gas would be vented via a vent stack approximately 12m high. The remaining
gas would then be evacuated from the pipeline via an ejector. The latter activity
would generate high noise levels but would be of a very short duration and all
local residents would be notified in advance of this activity commencing. This
activity would take a maximum of three hours.

2.10.3

The isolation work would be undertaken as part of the tie-in works for the
replacement pipeline. Once permanent caps are fitted to the existing pipeline,
low pressure inert gas to provide a positive pressure would be introduced. This
would enable integrity monitoring to be undertaken. CP lugs would be welded
onto the pipe to enable the ground beds to be connected, protecting the pipeline
from external corrosion. The excavations would then be backfilled. The isolation
works would be undertaken during the final stages of the construction and
commissioning of the new pipeline. This would occur within the overall 35 month
construction programme.

2.10.4

There would be ongoing monitoring. Removal of the existing pipeline does not
form part of this Scheme.
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Existing Feeder No 1 Pipeline
2.10.5

The decommissioned Feeder 1 pipeline does not form part of this Scheme. It is
isolated from the National Transmission System and the Scheme would be
crossing underneath it only.

2.11

Decommissioning

2.11.1

The asset life is 40 years for the pipeline (the tunnel has a 100 year design life).
Once 40 years is reached, National Grid Gas may look to re-life the asset as this
is currently normal practice on the National Transmission System already. The
re-life operation requires confirmation of integrity and would look at the following
as a minimum:


Inspection data review;



Maintenance data and reading review; and



Confirmation of pressure cycles not being exceeded.

2.11.2

If all the data presents a case to state that the pipeline is still fit for service at this
point, it is re-certified and continues operation for a number of years. Further,
extensions of life would follow the same process.

2.11.3

Decommissioning of the replacement pipeline would only occur in the event of
the extension of life of the asset not being possible. Upon decommissioning
(which could occur a long time into the future), the assets would remain in situ
i.e. the tunnel and the pipeline with potentially only very minor works required
within and immediately adjacent to the AGIs.

2.11.4

Any further works required to re-site, retain or remove the decommissioned
pipeline would be separately assessed and consented.

2.12
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NOTE THAT TUNNELLING ACTIVITIES WOULD COMMENCE WITHIN THE GOXHILL SITE AT MONTH 11

RED LINE BOUNDARY
CONSTRUCTION PHASE 1
(1-35 MONTHS)
CONSTRUCTION PHASE 2
(13-35 MONTHS)
CONSTRUCTION PHASE 3
(16-35 MONTHS)
ALL ACCESS IMPROVEMENTS WOULD BE DONE
IN MONTH 1 AT GOXHILL AND APPROXIMATELY
MONTH 14-16 AT PAULL

